GOLD CONTRACTS ARE LEGAL
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Most of the time economic legislation and regulation are designed to limit individual freedom and increase government power.
The political thrust for a national health-care program under
federal government control is just one of many programs that are
leading us toward the command system, commonly called socialism.
But occasionally, when the economic harm of such legislation and
regulation becomes clearly visible and, therefore, potentially
injurious to the political party in power, the forces of government control sound a retreat in order to regroup and rest
for more advances in the future.
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To conserve their strength they

may even retreat from a skirmish which, in their judgment, is
rather unimportant for the ultimate outcome of their war against
individual enterprise and the private property order.
On Friday, October 28, 1977, President Carter signed a bill
that sounded such a retreat.

The bill (H.R. 5675 and S. 79) simp-

ly stated that the joint resolution of June 5, 1933, which forbade gold ownership and gold clause contracts, shall not apply to
obligations entered into after the date of enactment.

The indi-

vidual freedom to buy and own gold was restored on January 1, 1975.
And now Americans can again enter enforceable contracts calling
for payment in gold or dollars payable in gold.
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S. Treasury officials are quick to point out that this

step further "demonetizes" gold and makes it just another commodity.
They see it merely as an extension of the legislation permitting
Americans to own gold.
There are others, however, who sense that the implications of
this new freedom of gold contracts and gold clauses are much broader

-2than government officials are able to perceive or willing to admit.
They are convinced that in due time it will give birth to a new
gold standard and restore integrity to the U.S. dollar.
We readily agree with this position of the friends of gold
provided gold clauses begin to be widely used.

Surely, a wide

use of gold in contracts would greatly advance the importance of
gold and degrade that of government money.

It could conceivably

lead to a universal rush to gold out of depreciating paper, which
may force the monetary authorities to halt the depreciation and
once again resume payments in gold.
But what are the present chances of such a wide use of gold?
Creditors Want Gold, Debtors Fear It
In American loan markets the present prospects for a return
of the gold contract are rather slim.

Certainly, all creditors

who are aware of the redistribution effects of inflation, the
losses suffered by creditors and the gains reaped by debtors,
would like to write a gold clause in their contracts, i.e. the
provision calling for payment in a stipulated quantity of gold or
a stipulated number of dollars at the option of the creditor.

The

bond or mortgage holder, the owner of a life insurance policy or
pension fund would love to see his claim based solidly on gold.
Under present conditions

debt~,

pected to enter such contracts.

however, could not be ex-

The inflation that is ravishing

the U.S. dollar is likely to increase the dollar price of gold,
which would induce creditors to demand payment in gold, or a dollar amounb based on the rising price of gold.

A $15,000 mortgage

loan with a gold clause stipulating payment of 100 ounces of gold

-3could quickly become a $30,000 mortgage when gold rises from $150
to $300 per ounce.

Who needs to or would want to take such risks

if mortgage money is still available at 9 percent without a gold
clause?
American financial institutions, especially commercial banks
and savings and loan institutions, are captives of government regulatory authorities who may never sanction the

clause.

all, U.S. monetary authorities are relegating gold to other
~
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they do not want it elevated to a universal medium of exchange that
replaces the U.S. paper dollar.

Therefore, institutional lenders

seeking borrowers will continue to make paper dollar loans.

In

fact, since government regulation and legislation make it difficult for them to hedge against inflation by investing in real estate, business property and other real goods, they have no choice
but to make paper dollar loans.

They do this at interest rates

that may not even cover the depreciation losses.

In short, as long

as financial institutions continue to serve the capital market with
paper money loans, and do so at bargain rates of interest, borrowers
will shun any and all loans with a gold clause.
Even if American banks were free to write gold contracts it
is unlikely that many would be written at this time.

A single bank

competing with many others could not go it alone if it wants to
stay in the banking business.

If one out of four banks in Grove

City were to insist mn a gold clause, the borrowers would patronize the other banks only.

Competition would force the gold-clause

bank to fall in line with the others.
In general, financial institutions acting as creditors may
favor the gold clause.

As debtors of their depositors, however,

-4they could not possibly enter into gold contracts without the
gold protection as creditors.
vidual.

The same is true with every indi-

As a college professor I would love to have my pension

claims anchored in

gold~

as a mortgagor of my home I would run a

mile to get away from a gold clause -- unless my college salary
were based on gold.

And the college trustees cannot write salary

and pension contracts in gold -- unless tuition and other college
income are based on gold.

As a landlord I cannot submit to a gold

contract when I borrow the capital for the purchase of an apartment house -- unless all rents are paid in gold.

And even if I

were able to find tenants willing to sign such leases, I would be
~

afraid of future rent control which may super ede the gold contracts.
Governments Prefer Fiat Money
Government can, and undoubtedly will, subvert the popularity
of gold clauses and contracts with creditors through income taxation.

The $15,000 loan that is payable in gold now worth $30,000

is yielding a $15,000 profit, in the eyes of the Internal Revenue
Service.

But what is the use of a gold clause if its protection

is abridged by an income tax on the paper dollar difference, which
in reality constitutes no income at all, but merely a return of
the original capital?
All such considerations are based on the assumption that the
American capital market continues to function satisfactorily with
paper money.

But we cannot suppress the fear that in the coming

years of double-digit inflation, capital markets will languish and
ultimately disintegrate in a flood of government money.

When cred-

itors finally refuse to make paper money loans because inflation

-5iSJinflicting unbearable losses. will gold then shine again as the
only money that can restore the capital markets?
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"yes"

The answer is

provided government steps out of the way. the financial

institutions then hovering on the brink of bankruptcy are set free
from all contractual restrictions. the IRS is restrained from
swinging its tax ax. and the price. wage and rent controllers are
sent into permanent retirement.

Without such a restoration of

freedom of contract and individual enterprise the role of gold as
medium of exchange in capital transactions may be disappointingly
small.
This is not to deny that despite its many obstacles gold may
play a growing role in the coming years of rampant inflation.

A

government that is resorting to massive deficit spending and currency inflation may. in desperation and folly. apply comprehensive
price and wage controls. which invariably and inexorably cause goods
shortages.

At that time gold and silver coins may reappear as the

only honest money in exchange for goods and services.

In black

markets. especially, gold and silver will function as the primary
money.
Hedging Is Expensive
It is even conceivable that desperate borrowers may then consent to gold contracts.

But in order to guard against soaring dol-

lar obligations based on a given quantity of gold. such borrowers
would be well advised to hedge against the soaring dollar price of
gold.

They would need to safeguard their interests through forward

covering facilities, for instance. through purchases of gold in the
futures market.

But with rapidly depreciating paper money such con-

tracts would be very expensive, in fact. too expensive to justify
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many loan transactions.

Even today, a one-year gold clause loan

would cost the hedger $13.40 per ounce of gold, which is the difference between today's spot price of gold ($163) and the Nov. 1978
futures price ($176.40).

To prepare for gold payment one year hence

the borrower would need to purchase a cover now, costing him a premium of 8.2 percent in addition to the interest on the loan and the
margin he would have to meet.

During rampant inflation interest

rates would soar as would the premium of future gold over present
gold and the margin requirement.

In short, a gold clause, even

with the proper safeguards of hedging, would be very expensive to
borrowers.
Fifteen years ago the French government offered a bond that
was pegged to the price of gold.

The interest rate was very low,

but the gold price rose so much in the intervening years that the
government is now paying a multiple of what it originally raised.
As a result, the French never issued another gold-pegged bond.
The World Needs Honest Money
And yet, we believe in the future of gold as the only honest
money.

For 2500 years it has been man's most reliable money, and

will return triumphant after the present rash of government fiat
money has come to an end.

It may not return to Americans first;

we face too many institutional obstacles and the U.S. dollar is
still functioning despite its inflation disease.

We are hopeful

that gold will soon make its appearance in international transactions that are free of U.S. Government influence.

If the oil coun-

tries were to demand a gold clause in their contracts with industrial countries, the situation would be quite different.
In recent months the U.S. dollar has depreciated considerably
against some European currencies, which stimulated Arab interest
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Oil countries are searching for a formula that would pro-

tect their petrodollar earnings against the dollar inflation.

They

have been considering payment in composite morey, Le.) a monetary
unit that represents a basket of leading currencies.

And they are

now giving thought to petrodollars pegged to gold.
If the price of oil were ,pegged to gold the importing countries
would hasten to depress its price through massive gold dumping.

The

International Monetary Fund together with the U.S. Government, which
is the largest owner of gold, would conduct gold auctions in order
to depress the dollar price of gold and thereby the price of goldpegged oil.

Thus Arab revenue may actually decline, which may pre-

vent them from writing gold contracts.
Nevertheless, in desperation about their losses from the dollar depreciation, the oil en untries"may choose to take this risk
because lower gold prices would afford the opportunity to buy some
gold.

After all, the Arabs face t he difficult task of protecting

their huge deposits in the Eurodollar market in which they are the
principal creditors.

Surely they would welcome the opportunity to

exchange some of their paper dollar claims for gold ownership.
While the U.S. Government and its allies would be dumping gold,
the oil countries would be buying it.

Both sides would soon be

locked in a financial battle the outcome of which would determine
the monetary standard of the world:

dollar standard or gold stand-

ard.
At the present time, the oil countries hold monetary assets
that are three to four times greater than the current dollar value
of the U.S. Government gold.

The ultimate outcome of such a fin-

ancial battle, therefore, seems to be obvious.

When the U. S.
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Government runs out of gold and Fort Knox is empty, the gold standard will reappear in its natural beauty.

The dollar price of gold

would soar, and the exchange value of the U.S. dollar would plummet.

And gradually gold would replace the U.S. dollar as internat-

ional money.

To prevent utter disarray and a world-wide flight

from the dollar, the U.S. Government would have no choice but to
stabilize the dollar by refraining from any further deficit spending and currency expansion.

It may even have to resume internat-

ional payments in gold.
We do not know the coming scenario of inflation and crisis.
But we do know that the age of deficit spending and currency depreciation will come to an end.

When it finally does, man's money

of the ages, gold, will playa vital part.

When all other protec-

tion is wanting it will afford new hope and a new foundation.
is honest money, which is the best money.
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